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About us
F-Stop is not just a club for serious Photographers or people with expensive cameras; it is a club which has been specifically de-signed to help beginners to progress
with their photography.

Our aim is to bring people together to learn, share and have fun with photography.
If you want to take better pictures, attend Workshops and Rallies, enter your pictures and listen to the Judge’s comments then we are the Club for you. We meet
once a month on the second Wednesday, at the Church hall in Highveld Street, Kempton Park. We use the entrance in Gardenia road at 18.45pm to start 19.00pm

This magazine is produced with the results, accumulated points and winning pictures from the previous meeting, as well as articles on different aspects of photography. A website is also available providing valuable information on photography. You can visit our website: www.fstopphoto.co.za

A Beginner photographer starts off as a 1 star and then progresses to a 5 star working on a point system. Photos may be entered in Digital and/or Prints allowing
for 3 photos and a Theme in any of the designated categories, Nature, Pictorial, Altered reality, Photo Journalism and Portrait (explained in the magazine). There is
no pressure, you can progress at your own pace, and we are all very relaxed at the club.

We would like to take the opportunity to thank you for showing interest in our club by downloading our Free digital magazine, for you to browse through and we
are looking forward to you possibly joining with our club.

Club Chairman

CHAIRMAN
Rickus Barnard / 082 909 6327
rbarnard@worldonline.co.za
VICE CHAIRMAN & DIGITAL CO-ORDINATOR

AFFILIATED MEMBER

Arnold Bester / 083 252 6477
Arnold@bbtronics.co.za
TREASURER
Richard Hudson / 082 419 0727
richardh@wurth.co.za
SECRETARY
Anita Bester / 083 409 9747
admin@fstopphoto.co.za /
anita@aabcreations.co.za
SCORING
Anthony Malin / 082 571 2924
malinanthony@gmail.com
SPECIAL PROJECTS
Peter Connan / 078 456 3980
pietconnan@gmail.com
EDITOR
Annaline Werth / 083 261 3437
editor@fstopphoto.co.za
Info@fstopphoto.co.za
PRO
info@fstopphoto.co.za

This is the official monthly in-house magazine of F-Stop Photographic Society of Kempton Park.

IMPORTANT

By virtue of submitting any entry, the image author permits F-Stop Photographic Society to reproduce all or part of the entered
material
free of charge for inclusion in the monthly magazine, local press or F-Stop Website, unless otherwise stated by the author.
All other images are courtesy of Google Images and remain the property of the original Image Author.
Credit given to Image Authors where possible.
No part of this magazine may be used or reproduced without the written consent of the existing chairman.
This magazine is free of charge and may not be sold.

ALL QUERIES MAY BE RAISED WITH THE CLUB CHAIRMAN.

PREVIOUS ISSUES 2019

SUGGESTIONS & ARTICLES
Please let us know what you want to see in your magazine. More articles?
More images? More tutorials? More about the members? Please tell us.
Send your news to the editor: editor@fstopphoto.co.za
The F-Stop Photographic Society Camera Club is proudly
affiliated with the PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF SOUTH AFRICA
www.pssa.co.za

General club information

FEES STRUCTURE

Club Meetings



Main Member: R400
Additional Member: R290
Pensioners: R160
Scholars: R160

Held every second Wednesday of each month

Venue: NH Chruch Kempton park noord
99 Highveld road, entrance from Gardenia street

Time: 18:45 for 19:00pm

BANKING DETAILS

Next meeting: 10 April 2019

CAPITEC BANK
Acc No: 138 45 45 709 Branch: 470010

SALON Acceptances



Acc Type: Savings
REF: Name & Surname

Do not forget to send your Salon acceptance results to:

Info@fstopphoto.co.za
Remember all members, Salon acceptances and Com’s will help you
progress in your star levels



SET SUBJECTS 2019



MAY Theme : Forgotten Objects
Image dimensions are 1920 x 1080 pixel (the width must be either
1920 pixels or the height must be 1080 pixels or both) sRGB colour
space and less than 2MB in file size



CERPS

Cerps 2019—Benoni club to be held on 26 October 2019,
Categories: Makro, Nature and Open, 2 photos by each &
every photographer per club can be entered

PROMOTIONS

DANNY LOTTER

1 Star to 2 Star (Digital)

RICHARD HUDSON

4 Star to 5 Star (Digital)

Congratulations!!

EDITOR’S NOTE

Greetings !

Greetings to all
On behalf of the Committee we welcome all new member's. We welcome Anthony Malin as new member of the committee.
Our theme for May is ‘Forgotten objects’, and remember it’s completely open to interpretation.
Have a look at the article about: 25 hard truths about being a photographer, enjoy.
Congratulations to our members on their promotions on page 7.

Quote: I love photography ….. Because, photographs are the only thing that never Change when Everybody in it does…. (Azzu)

Enjoy this month’s magazine!
Enjoy this month magazine.
Annaline Werth - editor@fstopphoto.co.za
Please joined our Face book page : https://www.facebook.com/Fstopphotographic/

Address: NG Kerk Kempton park Noord, 99 Highveld road, entrance from Gardenia street..

MAY THEME
Forgotten objects

IMAGES FROM:
www.flickr.com
www.liamfrankland.com
www.nicola hilditchshortcom
www.popularscience.com
Www.the atlantic.com
Www.pinterest.com
Www.weheartit.com

25 Hard Truths About Being a Photographer
B y : J O S H S . R O S E FEATURES

January 08, 2019 Add to Favorites

My photography story is so similar to everyone else’s photography story, it barely deserves mentioning, other than to qualify me as yet another pro photographer who started out as a
dreamy kid with a beautifully-constructed 35mm camera. When I held it, it emanated powerful dreams of wandering the world, capturing moments, doing cover shoots for Time, Vanity
Fair and NatGeo, hiking unmarked trails, holding my breath as I captured the flights of never-photographed bald eagles.In fact, that is (sort of) what photography is like. Shooting is still
one of my purest pleasures. What makes it hard is not the actual photographing, but every little thing that surrounds it. And for that, I’ve made a list. It’s all those small and sometimes big
things that swirl around the job that I never imagined would be part of this crazy profession. Is it worth all of it? I think so. But it definitely gets crazy sometimes. Here are 25 hard truths

Grey Whale Cove: 1/4 second at f/16,
ISO 100

I’ve had to come to terms with as a photographer:

Labor of Love? Try Love of Labor :
When people say something is a labor of love, it’s usually “love” that gets all the attention. But with photography, it’s at least as much labor as
love. We’re talking about suitcases of equipment that can weigh over 50 lbs. Lights, reflectors, apple boxes – it’s heavy, unwieldy and of
course far too expensive to leave in your car. When people tell me they are also photographers, my first comment is, “Is your back okay?” All
illustrations by Sofía Aparicio . PRO TIP: Keep your equipment and chargers as close to the front door as possible.

It’s Not You, It’s the Camera :
You’re going to hear the following words spoken, “Wow, beautiful shot, you must have a nice camera.” After a while, you stop fighting it or
trying to argue and simply accept that it’s not you but the equipment that makes those shots look so good. Resistance is futile.

PRO TIP: If you want to get back at them, tell everyone that the incredible photo that took you all day to get was an accident.

You Will Fall Victim to Sensor Dust! :
Here’s something all photographers go through at some point: your photoshoot is going well, you peek at some of the photos and they look
great! You get home and download them and finally see them on the large screen and WHAT’S THAT??? SPOTS ALL OVER MY BEAUTIFUL SKY!! ON EVERY PHOTO!!???? WHYYYY???!!! Welcome to sensor dust and hours and hours of retouching. It happens to everyone. We just deal with it and go get the thing cleaned and vow never to shoot in nature again. PRO TIP: Don’t clean the sensor yourself. This is a job for a pro. The irony of ironies of course is that the closer to nature you live, most likely the further away from a
camera shop you are, too. WHYYYY??!!!

1/200th at f/2.8, ISO 3200

There’s No Calling in Sick :
When it’s shoot day, there’s no turning back. Unless it’s just a casual shoot, there are normally too many people relying on you to just call it
in for the day. Fever? Runny nose? Headache? You end up just suffering through. The good news about being a sick photographer is that,

often, actual shooting time is only a few hours. A good set of meds can usually get you through it. PRO TIP: When it’s critically bad –
like you need to get to the hospital – having a backup photographer handy can save the day for you. Keep your contact list
filled with people you trust and call them as soon as you think you might need them .

Working for Free :
It’s one of the bigger topics that comes up in discussion groups: the amount of people who want free photography. Photographers deal
with this all the time. There are friends and family, people without means, non-profits, test shoots, self-generated assignments. As a rule, I
make sure that every shoot has a value associated with it. It does not always mean cash, but it must always mean forward movement for
my career. PRO TIP: Keep track of all expenses, even for test shoots and stuff you do just to grow your business. It helps
with taxes and puts the correct seriousness on your professional endeavors.

Your Work Gets Stolen :
I know it’s hard to believe, but sometimes bad things happen on the Internet. That extends to photography, too. Browsers have made it incredibly easy to steal people’s images and use them without you knowing. It’s not uncommon to find your photo being used by someone else
without your permission. PRO TIP: When contacting people about their rights infringement, it can pay to give them the benefit of
the doubt, at first. A tactful and respectful approach might just turn them into your next client. And I’ve never had anyone refuse
to take down a photo. But there are definitely resources to help you, legally, if you need it.

1/200th at f/2.8, ISO 3200

You Shoot but Don’t Always Show :
Some shoots pay you money but don’t end up in your book. In fact, nearly all photographers I know have consistent work that
they never show. And sometimes never even see! Big clients oftentimes just take your images straight from the shoot and do the
post work with someone else. PRO TIP: As a pro, you learn to absolutely covet this kind of work. It is consistent, pre-

dictable and has the power to make your life manageable. While it may not yield front-of-the-website imagery, it
should be prioritized and treated specially.

You’re Basically Going to Use Two Lenses :
After all of the lusting and buying and wishing and collecting, when it comes down to the gigs you just can’t afford to mess up
on, most photographers rely heavily on the 24-70mm and 70-200mm for a large portion of their shoots, if not the entirety of
them. In truth, most shoots don’t last very long, so experimenting with lenses isn’t even an option. In these high-pressure affairs, you’ll end up using what you know is going to yield results. And the rest of the lenses sit comfortably in your camera
case. PRO TIP: The best way to spend your extra money is on two bodies. Nothing will save you time like being
able to grab a second camera with your second lens already on it.

You’re One in a Million :
No, literally, there are a million photographers out there and you’re swimming around trying to stand out like a sardine in a swirling
school of other frantic sardines. Welcome to the new world where incredible equipment and self-promotion have been democratized to
the point of ubiquity. Sound horrible? It’s not so bad. Think of this way: there are tons of us to sympathize with what you’re going
through and meet-ups all over the world! Nobody complains that there are so many engineers, doctors or lawyers (okay, they do complain about the lawyers). And besides, the demand is growing, too. Social media and the world of branded content has made this a priori-

ty for nearly every company on Earth. You’re in a rapidly growing field, with plenty of work to go around. PRO TIP: The great news
is that the proliferation of photography has created all kinds of great tools for you to use and examples for you to emulate.
There are entire website templates, communities, how-to videos, model services, downloadable forms, accounting software

1/200th at f/2.8, ISO 3200

and so much more just waiting to help you out. Take advantage of all of it.

You Inevitably Become a Photographer/Accountant :
Want to get a laugh, ask a photographer who their bookkeeper is. As a photographer, you’re also the CEO of your own business and
CEOs of a one-person company have a lot on their plate. There’s marketing, bidding, doing estimates, research and prep work. But the
hardest of all of it is managing the books. Because if there’s one thing I know about photographers, it’s that we didn’t get into this because of our accounting skills. Get yourself on board with some kind of accounting software, be it QuickBooks, FreshBooks or the like.
The good ones can track expenses, build estimates, convert to invoices, create re-usable assets and even collect payment. All in one
place. PRO TIP: If you really want to do it right, get an LLC and a business account at a reputable bank. This is going to
make life a whole lot easier right around tax time.

You Only Get Credit for the Images :
Being able to meter, aim and shoot is a great starting place for a photographer, but that’s really just a fraction of what you do. There’s a
ton of work on either side of shoot day, including location scouting, casting, coming up with an idea, hiring crew and keeping it fun and
lively on set. And that just gets you through shoot day. Afterward, you’ve got to do the processing, cropping, retouching and delivery.
Sometimes in multiple sizes! What about video?! Despite all that you take on, in the end you’re judged almost entirely by the quality of
your shots and your portfolio. It’s just how it is, people are focused on the end product and just assume the rest of it is easy. PRO
TIP: Don’t let this keep you from putting a proper estimate together for clients. All of it, from start to finish, is billable.

You Get Burnout, Regularly :
Only a small portion of photographers can afford to have a staff around them and most are managing everything from marketing to postproduction. This puts an incredible amount of pressure on you and it can regularly just burn you out. Photography is like having a fulltime hustle, until you become big time – then you have a rep and production companies helping you out with every step. But until then,
you just get used to a few mental breakdowns. PRO TIP: Talk to other photographers, especially pros with more experience than
you. They can guide you through the difficult times and are among the few who truly understand what you’re going through.

The Beauty Fades :
1/8000th at f/2.8, ISO 250

Most photographers who’ve been shooting for a long time develop a kind of jaded, been-there-done-that attitude. “Photography? Meh, it
ain’t what it used to be.” This is the nature of having shot so much, to the point of losing a bit of the romantic vision of what can be done
with a camera. Suddenly, the beauty of golden light or a nice pocket of light on the street just kind of looks normal to you. Soon, the feel-

Hold the camera and lens firmly but stay flexible.
Notice the left hand is under the lens.

ing of “I can’t wait to get out and shoot!” shrinks and gets replaced by “I can’t wait to just be able to leave my camera at home and go

enjoy myself.” PRO TIP: When I start feeling the photographer’s blues, I pick up my film camera and go shoot around in natural light for a while. I find that doing portraits in nature is a great way to reconnect with the medium and renew my love for it.
Not every shoot you do needs to fill a hole in your portfolio; some fill a hole in your soul.

Then You Find out You’re Not That Original :
I’m primarily a black and white photographer. Which means that as good as I get, I’ll always be in the (light and) shadow of more accomplished black and white photographers before me (it’s not fair, they could only shoot in black and white!). I can’t possibly hope to do work
that isn’t somehow evocative, or even derivative, of the work of others. But this is true no matter what you’re shooting. No matter how
amazing your moment. No matter how dramatic your scene. No matter how creative that architectural crop is. No matter how oddly you
place your models. No matter how shallow your depth of field. There’s someone else who’s probably tried it, and maybe even done it better. s it turns out, though, this perhaps disheartening feeling is a step to an even greater feeling of inclusiveness. Because to get great at
photography is hard work. So by the time you reach a place where your work looks as good as others in your genre, you’ll just be glad to
have gotten there and taken a seat at that elite table. PRO TIP: An individual look for a photographer is usually a little twist on
something that a lot of people can do. Keep pushing for the specific set of spices that makes your images distinctly yours.

Creating for the Little Screen :
It’s an irony that as cameras become capable of capturing more and more information and we regularly download 50MB RAW images
that could be printed nicely on the side of a skyscraper, that in fact most images are being viewed on a screen only slightly larger than
the sensors in our cameras. You’ll find yourself lamenting the incredible detail that people aren’t seeing and wondering whatever happened to the days of print… as you read another news article and watch a YouTube video on your phone. PRO TIP: Hug the dragon.
Knowing what works on mobile is an interesting nut to crack, too. For example, 4×5 vertical shots take up the most amount

of real estate on Instagram and have the most impact. As does high contrast imagery and quickly-understood images that
evoke emotion or story. Those aren’t the worst things to try to accommodate

1/8000th at f/2.8, ISO 250

A Lot of Talk :
Hold
the(repetitive)
camera and
lens firmly
but stay
flexible.
People love to talk about photography and so you can count on getting a lot of
delving
questions
and requests
for camera
Notice
hand isitunder
the
reviews. Sometimes it’s nice to be engaged in a field that people are passionate
about.the
Andleft
sometimes
can feel
likelens.
you’re just constantly doling out free advice to people who want quick answers to things you’ve spent a good portion of your life figuring out for yourself. PRO TIP: Use the opportunity to get another follower on Instagram and offer them a photography workshop.

You Discover There Is No Career Path :
You’ll know photographers who get more work than you, who do bigger jobs than you, who’ve been doing it longer than you. But none
of them are “higher” than you. That is, all of us are essentially at the same place in our careers: we are photographers. Unlike some other
professions, you don’t make those incremental increases in stature with newer, better titles and consistent pay increases – all of which
help to measure progress and growth. On the plus side, you’re free of the corporate system that keeps you constantly in review, on edge
and slave to the grind. PRO TIP: A lot of photographers are adding things like video, animation overlays, cinemagraphs and
even social marketing expertise to their skillset. While photography might be a simple gig, there are tons of ways to expand

It Can Be a Ton of Alone Time :
I’m a transplant from another industry (marketing), where everyday I went into an office and my days were predictably peppered with human interactions. In fact, I was often dying for just a little time to myself. But in photography, that’s flipped. The majority of my time is
spent with myself – prepping for shoots, working on photos, writing, doing financials, marketing, etc. It takes a lot of self-discipline to be a
photographer and a) not get freaked out at the alone time, and b) use the time wisely. PRO TIP: I’m a big fan of to-do apps. Find a way
to keep your own lists of things that need to get done and be a stickler for prioritization and setting manageable goals for your-

self every day. Also, make meetings. It might sometimes feel more like “hanging out with a friend,” but call it a meeting anyway.

1/8000th at f/2.8, ISO 250

It Can Be Feast or Famine :
This is a tough one to write about, as I worry this alone can be a huge deterrent to people looking to get into the business, but it’s something nearly every photographer has to contend with. There’s no guarantee of work in this business, so truly committing to it means that, at

Hold the camera and lens firmly but stay flexible.

the very least, you’ll live in a “feast or famine” kind of lifestyle, where sometimes
you’re
and sometimes
scraping by. I like to
Notice
the flush
left hand
is underyou’re
the lens.

say that photography gives and takes. But to get what it gives – a creatively-rewarding and fulfilling endeavor that puts you in touch with
incredible people and exciting projects – you also often need to give up on some of the nicer trappings of life. As someone who’s tried
both lifestyles, I prefer the life of a photographer more than a well-off corporate citizen, but you’ll have to make that determination for
yourself. PRO TIP: Unlike a lot of other professions, you can actually dip your toe in and see what it’s like before you commit.
If you’re thinking about jumping in, I highly recommend trying a few assignments – maybe over a couple years – and see how
much you truly enjoy it. Try it on and see if it fits.

File Storage and Workflow Become a Major Part of Your
Life :
These 50MB images pile up quick. No computer can handle all those files by itself – you need a system for archiving images, delivering
files to clients and backing up your work. Sometimes it feels like that in and of itself can be a full-time job. You need a combination of
the right software, a file management system, external drives, cloud service and a file backup and recovery system. PRO TIP: All of
these things are now common to most photographers. If you don’t have any of these things, just ask around. My tools for
workflow are: iMac, a separate 5T drive for every year of work, Lightroom with a good file management approach, Dropbox

Business Account and I use Backblaze for cloud-based backups.

Your Friends Become Jealous of You :
While there’s certainly a lot to get yourself worked up about in the world of photography, it’s not without its perks. You’re working with
creative people constantly and making tangible things that are rewarding and easy to understand and like. That’s enviable by most of the
population, but what really starts to get under other people’s skin is the lifestyle. Your days are basically your own, you have no boss, per
se, and you get to play the role of wildly creative artist that is sure to make even your close friends feel like you’ve got the life. And you
get to wear flip flops. PRO TIP: Take their portrait – all is forgiven.

You Start to Care Entirely Too Much About Social Media :
You don’t want to check in on Instagram every day. After all, it’s only a false construct of robots and algorithms, programmed to cause
addictive behavior and create negative emotions. And yet there you are, sucked into the world of growing an audience, engaging with
them and curating a portfolio of postage stamp-sized thumbnails, all for momentary blips of templated appreciations and an ethereal digital numeral that cues would-be clients that you know what you’re doing. PRO TIP: Your Instagram game need not reflect your professional portfolio. Many photographers, including myself, post specific kinds of shots to social media – the kinds that are
easy to love and have more punch at smaller sizes.

Third-Party Validation :
When you look at other photographers’ bios, they always seem to have all kinds of awards to their name. They’ve won grants, fellow-

ships, contests and seem to have reached some crazy level of recognition. And while it’s not necessary to have those kinds of accolades to your name to be successful, it does seem to quickly validate you to those who are considering hiring you. And so, you find
yourself entering contests and submitting your work for inclusion in journals and award shows. Yet another time-consuming, and
sometimes expensive, surrounding element to photography. PRO TIP: Choose your images first, then seek out the right
awards, journals and grants to apply to. It’s too hard to try to bend yourself to the will of every contest out there, stay true
to who you are – and want to be – as a photographer and then narrow down your list of entries based on the images you
truly believe represent you.

Taking Your Show on the Road Just Sucks :
It’s one thing to have a great system at home, with your large monitor and hard drives and strong wifi signal. But try to simulate that
on the road and it can get frustrating fast. Not to mention trying to assimilate all those photos – and the work you’ve perhaps done on
them on your laptop – back into your workflow at home, when you return. Road work is just sloppy and frustrating – no way around
it. But you endure and if you have a good system, it’s manageable. PRO TIP: New hard drives, such as the one from GNARBOX, give you both valuable external storage to offload your card’s images as well as access to the images, either

through your laptop or your mobile device

There Will Be Pressure to Constantly Update Your Skillset :
You’d think that photography is a pretty simple set of skills, at least once you’ve acquired all the right equipment. But in fact,
the business forces you to constantly update and enhance your set of creative capabilities – animation, video, editing, social media, color, retouching and more. Not to mention new software that entices you to change and update your workflow. It helps to
be tech-minded and even a bit of a digital explorer to keep yourself constantly relevant and talking the same talk as your clients.
PRO TIP: Animated photos, sometimes referred to as “living photos” or cinemagraphs, are an easy thing to learn
and really only require some simple software to use and experiment with. Probably the biggest payoff for the easiest
learning curve. Try apps like Pixaloop and Werble to add good-looking effects to your images quickly.

All-in-all, photography is great work that really does give you a unique kind of reward for your creativity and effort. Sure, it comes with some bumps and bruises along the
way – but what career doesn’t? Hopefully, at the very least, this prepares you a bit. Or to you veterans out there, lets you know you’re not alone. Happy shooting!

Article from : https://phlearn.com/magazine/25-hard-truths-about-being-a-photographer/?fbclid=IwAR38etYoupZadTMM27qn2xA9VC-RoI2LoVMrTOM5fC053K-8zx9H8W5vCb4

APRIL: Arnold & Anita
MAY : Antony & Danie (Paula)

Refreshments

JUNE : Marthinus & Sarina
THANKS TO

JULY: Maryna & Annaline

Arnold & Anita
for sponsoring this month’s refreshments!

Tea and Coffee provided by F-Stop.
You just provide some snacks for about 25 people and make sure
that the kitchen area is cleaned up before leaving.

Birthdays
of the Month

04

Connie van der Merwe

08

09

Kobus van ded Berg

22 David Roberts

28

Lizette Lombard

29

MONTHLY THEMES
APRIL: Fade in a distance

MAY: Forgotten objects
JUNE: Makeup or paint

MEETING DATES
10 April 10
08 May 08
12 June 12
10 July 10

Maria Gough

Armand Booysen

F-STOP
CALENDAR

DIGITAL SIZING
MAXIMUM FILE SIZE IS 2MB SRGB Colour Space
PORTRAIT
Maximum 1080 Pixels on Vertical Axis
LANDSCAPE
Maximum 1920 Pixels on Horizontal Axis

PRINT SIZING
The minimum acceptable size for printed images is
15 x 20 cm (‘Jumbo’), however the ideal size for club judging
is A4 or 10” x 15” (slightly smaller than A3).

IMAGE NAMING
YOUR TITLE SHOULD LOOK LIKE THIS:
STAR GRADE_CATEGORY_TITLE_NAME AND SURNAME.JPEG
(1_NA_Eyes on you_Arnold Bester.JPEG)

Mounting of prints is optional and mounting boards in various
colours can be made to order from various framing establishments at a reasonable cost. It is advisable to stick to neutral
colours when mounting prints so as not to detract from the image itself. And as with digital, keep your print titles short and
sweet.

SHORT SUCCINCT TITLES GIVE AN ADDED DIMENSION
TO YOUR IMAGE.
TRY TO STICK TO A MAXIMUM OF TWO TO THREE WORDS.

IMAGE CATEGORIES CLUB JUDGING & SCORING
(AR)

(PJ)
ALTERED REALITY: PHOTOJOURNALISM:
Storytelling pictures.
Computer generated imDocumentary Pictures.
ages.
Human Interest.
Manipulated images.
Must stimulate the view- No manipulation allowed
that alters the truth.
er’s mind through
Journalistic value
creative use of line,
of picture weigh more than
form and colour.
pictorial quality.

(NA)
NATURE:

(PO)

(PI)
PORTRAIT: PICTORIAL:

(TH)
THEME:

Open category.
Wildlife, botanicals,
Head &
Images
birds, landscapes.
shoulders
that aren’t
No human elements, or full figure
manipulation,
of person(s) defined in any
tamed animals,
or animal(s). other category.
farm or zoo animals
Studio.
or hybrid plants or
flowers are allowed.

1 STAR: Correct exposure, in focus, element of composition, picture clean and well presented.

4 STAR: Should show a full grasp of all the above principles. Should show work of entry level National Salon Standard.
5 STAR (AND HIGHER): National Salon Standard Entry Level, International Salon Standard.

Fair Photo

SILVER / 2 Points:
Average Photo

GOLD / 3 Points:
Good Photo,
conforming to all the criteria.

NATIONAL SALON

COM / 5 Points:

ACCEPTANCE: 2 Points

Excellent Photo,
exceeding all the criteria.

COM: 2 Points

2 STAR: Correct exposure, in focus, element of composition,
picture clean and well presented, some impact, some
knowledge of when to crop.
3 STAR: Correct exposure, in focus, element of composition, picture clean and well presented, impact (now a strong requirement), knowledge of when and how to crop when needed.

Subject selected by
committee every month.
Image creativity is at the
discretion of the author
but must have relevance
to the theme.
Manipulation allowed.

BRONZE / 1 Point:

MEDAL: 3 Points

BEST OF GRADE:
1 Extra Point

INTERNATIONAL
SALON
ACCEPTANCE: 2 Points
COM: 3 Points
MEDAL: 4 Points

PROMOTIONAL REQUIREMENTS
1-2 STAR:

30 Points 08 Golds/COMS

2-3 STAR:

60 Points 15 Golds/COMS

3-4 STAR:

80 Points 20 Golds/Coms with 5 Salon Acceptances

3-4 STAR:

160 Points 40 Golds/Coms with no Salon Acceptances

4-5 STAR:

120 Points 30 Golds/Coms with 25 Salon Acceptances

4-5 STAR:

240 Points 60 Golds/Coms with no Salon Acceptances

5-5 STAR (Honours): 100 Golds/Coms with 50 Salon Acceptances

NOTE:

3-4 Star Max 18 Golds/Coms Per Category
4-5 Star Max 21 Golds/Coms Per Category

YOU MOVE FROM GRADE TO GRADE
POINTS DO NOT CARRY FORWARD, BUT SALON ACCEPTANCES DO.

Image from: Rinda Smuts

1

DAVE ROBERTS

DANIEL LOTTER
Best of Grade & Junior / Com
“Owl on the prowl”

Best of Grade / Com
“Crowned Crane”

2

3

ANITA BESTER
MARYNA VERMEULEN
Best of Grade / Gold
“Wood nymph”

Best of Theme / Com
“Disco Barbie”

4

4
JEANETTE SMITH
Best of Grade / Com
“Shanties in the Desert”

RON COX

5

Best of Grade & Senior 7 evening / Com
“Airborne”

2
ESAIAS DE BRUYN
Gold _ Best of Evening
“Posing for my painting”

ANNALINE WERTH
Best of Grade / Com
“Between the rocks”

3

5
MARTHINUS ODENDAAL
Best of Senior & evening / Gold
“Genoeg”

5

MARTHINUS ODENDAAL
Best of Theme / Gold
“Daugther teddy”

7 Essential Camera Settings Every Photographer
Should Master
At its core, photography is incredibly simple. All you need is light and something to capture it
with. This can be anything from a pinhole made out of a shoebox to the latest digital mirrorless
camera. But contrary to what many seem to think, a good photo requires a lot more than just
the click of a button. When it comes to taking outstanding images for your photography website, there are two abilities you'll need to acquire: creativity and technique
For a lot of photographers, creativity comes naturally. In fact, it's usually the will to capture the world from their unique perspective that
draws them to this discipline in the first place. Technique, on the other hand, requires a conscious effort if you want to understand the demands of each scene and learn how to use certain tools and settings to capture the image you visualized. While technique is something that
no one can ever fully master, there are a few very essential camera settings you absolutely need to understand in order to take your work to
the next level.

Shutter speed
The shutter speed measures the length of time the camera sensor is exposed to light. As long as the shutter is open, the sensor captures the
position of objects within the frame. This means that any kind of movement during this period will appear blurred in the image. This includes both action in the scene itself and slight shaking caused by shooting handheld. Shutter speed is represented in seconds or fractions
of a second.
Learning how to control this camera setting will allow you to decide the way in which this movement is captured. Use lower speeds when
working in low light conditions or if you want to capture smooth trails of subjects in motion. Of course, long exposures should not be attempted without a sturdy tripod or surface to keep your camera steady. On the other hand, fast shutter speeds should be used when working with moving subjects, such as in wildlife photography, or when it’s impossible to be completely still, like in underwater photography.
This camera setting is considered one of the three main pillars of photography. Together with aperture and ISO (which we’ll see below)
they constitute the exposure triangle, which determines the final look and feel of a photograph.

Aperture
Aperture determines the size of the opening through which light enters the camera. It's calculated in f-stops, with each number representing length of the lens by the diameter of the opening. The lower a number is on the scale, the wider the aperture will be.
In addition to its direct effect on a photograph's exposure, it also defines the depth of field captured. The wider the aperture, the shallower the depth of field will be. This means that the distance between the objects in focus will be small. Lower f-stops will allow you to
keep wider distances in focus.
Both shutter speed and aperture can be controlled together in the camera's manual mode or individually. Shutter priority is presented as
S or Tv, while aperture priority is abbreviated as A or Av. In these modes, the photographer sets the value for one of them, while the
camera automatically adjusts the other in order to achieve a proper exposure.

ISO
In film photography, ISO numbers determine the sensitivity of film to light. Each roll has a fixed sensitivity, and photographers must
understand the advantages and limitations of each beforehand. Digital cameras offer a wider room for maneuver, as ISO levels can be
modified at any point. Unlike their traditional counterparts, however, digital sensors simply increase their post processing gain as their
sensitivity cannot be modified.
ISO is commonly used as a tool to balance the other two elements in the exposure triangle, rather than as a go-to camera setting. The
reason behind this is the potential loss of quality that comes with it, as visual noise is created when using high ISO levels

White balance
Different light sources have different temperatures, each of which casts a distinct color. The
range of these temperatures vary from the cool light blue sky, to the warm red tones of a candle. Human sight is naturally prepared to adapt to these changes in the same way that it always
keeps our nose out of our field of vision. We’re only made aware of light temperature changes
when the jump is noticeably high, such as using daylight or a tungsten bulb.
Cameras have not undergone millions of years of evolution, so they’re not as good as adapting
to light temperature changes as we are. White balance is the camera setting used to adjust the
color balance of the scene to match the temperature of the light we’re shooting in. This removes unrealistic tones and ensures all objects keep their true colors. The white balance can be
set manually with a white (or gray) card or using the camera’s preset settings.

Metering
Metering is the camera setting used to measure the brightness of a scene. In automatic or semi-automatic modes, this information is
used to adjust the relevant settings to get the right exposure. When shooting manually, metering can be used as a guideline to help you
choose the correct settings. All in all, understanding how metering works will save you a lot of time and frustration.
There are three main metering modes, albeit some cameras may offer some in-between options. There isn’t a ‘one fits all’ option, as it
depends on the specific needs of each shot.
Matrix / Evaluative analyzes the light levels in the entire frame and finds an average exposure between the brightest and darkest
areas.

Center-weighted focuses on the center of the frame and the circular area surrounding it.
Spot allows you to select a small par t of the fr ame and base the exposure on its br ightness.
Autofocus

Yes, ‘real photographers’ do occasionally use autofocus (AF). Don’t let yourself be pressured into using solely manual camera settings
simply because a popular photography myth says that otherwise you’re an amateur. Some scenes and subjects require incredibly fast responses that make it nearly impossible to nail the focus manually, for example in bird or sports photography.
Digital cameras offer diverse AF modes in order to meet the needs of any scene, plus the option to select which areas within the frame
should be taken into account. There are three main AF modes you should learn how to operate:
One-shot / AF-S allows you to set the focus by half-pressing the shutter. You can use it to focus on a specific area and keep the focus as you recompose the shot.
AI Servo / AF-C tracks moving subjects and continuously re-adjusts the focus as their position changes.
AI Focus / AF-A automatically detects the best AF mode to use. Ideally, you should make the choice yourself rather than depending on this one.
Automatic Exposure Bracketing

Light is a photographer’s best friend, but it can also be their worst enemy. When shooting under certain lighting conditions, it might be
nearly impossible to find the correct exposure. The most common cases include midday scenes, backlighting portraits, and sunrise/
sunset landscapes.
To overcome this hurdle, the best solution is to shoot the exact same scene with different camera settings. Preferably, you’ll have three
exposures based on the highlights, the midtones, and the shadows. You can do so manually by changing the values yourself, but in
changing environments this might mean you’ll miss the moment you wanted to capture.
Automatic Exposure Bracketing (AEB) allows you to select the width of the bracket and then automatically captures additional shots
with the selected values. The AEB scale is measured in fractions of exposure, and depending on your gear you’ll be able to shoot up to
nine additional exposures.

ARTICLE: https://www.wix.com/blog/photography/2019/02/26/camera-settings?fbclid=IwAR3x5MLZfblN_KUjFuTf_9VG3vI2bRYFqR8_RjGrueHrBpSagdOjwcygkg

E - Barometer

Danny Lotter
J Smith
Danie Bester
Arnold Bester
Anita Bester
Dave Roberts
Daniel Lotter
Rickus Barnard
Ron Cox
Annaline Werth
Marthinus Odendaal
Mike Spinks
Maria Gough
Dawid Hollenbach
Wilma Keuler
Sarina Odendaal
Anthony Malin
Peter Connan
Lizette Lombard
Peter Macnamara
Maryna Vermeulen
Richard Hudson
Martin Bester
Mike Huggins
Monica Koekemoer
Rinda Smuts

Total
Score

48
42
40
40
40
35
34
33
33
31
31
29
27
27
27
27
25
20
19
19
17
15
14
12
11
9

Rank

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Prints - Barometer

Marthinus Odendaal
Sarina Odendaal
Annaline Werth
Esaias De Bruyn
Kobus V D Berg
Danie Bester

Total
Score

33
30
29
17
8
6

Rank

1
2
3
4
5
6

Image: Sarina Odendaal

E Photo
1 STAR E-PHOTO
Johan Smit
Hendrik V D Merwe
Vickie Jansen
Lucia Hewitt
Daniel Lotter
Danny Lotter
Martin Bester
Mike Huggins
2 STAR E-PHOTO
Jacques Koekemoer
Rinda Smuts
Heinrich Kirstein
Monique Vd Merwe
Dave Roberts
Maria Gough
3 STAR E-PHOTO
Anthony Malin
Armand Booysen
Danie Bester
Peter Connan
Theo Pieters
Esaias De Bruyn
Wilma Keuler
Kobus V D Berg
Maryna Vermeulen
Rina Smit
Lizette Lombard
4 STAR E-PHOTO
Anita Bester
Annaline Werth
Dawid Hollenbach
Monica Koekemoer
Richard Hudson
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Prim Van Zyl
Connie Vd Merwe
Kobus Barnard
J Smith
5 STAR E-PHOTO
Arnold Bester
Carole Spinks
Marthinus Odendaal
Mike Spinks
Peter Macnamara
Ron Cox
Sarina Odendaal
Igi Badenhorst
5 STAR HON E-PHOTO
Rickus Barnard

Prints - Awards by Category
2 STAR PRINTS
Monica Koekemoer
Esaias De Bruyn
3 STAR PRINTS
Anita Bester
Annaline Werth
Danie Bester
Kobus V D Berg
4 STAR PRINTS
Arnold Bester
Connie Vd Merwe
5 STAR PRINTS
Sarina Odendaal
5 STAR HON PRINTS
Marthinus Odendaal
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E - Award Score Total

BEST

COM

GOLD

STAR
YEAR
SILVER BRONZ
SALON
SCORE SCORE
E

1 STAR E-PHOTO

5 STAR E-PHOTO
Arnold Bester

5

5

25

2

-

109

40

40

Ron Cox

7

14

44

15

1

231

33

9

16

6

141

72

2

609

31

41

Danny Lotter

2

5

7

-

-

48

48

-

Marthinus Odendaal

Daniel Lotter

1

2

7

1

-

34

34

-

Mike Spinks

2

6

27

14

1

142

29

11

Martin Bester

-

1

3

-

-

14

14

-

Sarina Odendaal

2

-

69

58

6

331

27

1

Mike Huggins

-

-

2

3

-

12

12

-

Peter Macnamara

2

2

52

44

3

259

19

-

Dave Roberts

4

2

11

11

-

69

35

-

21

25

82

17

2

428

33

81

Maria Gough

2

-

13

5

-

51

27

-

Rinda Smuts

-

1

10

4

-

43

9

-
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COM
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STAR
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YEAR
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Danie Bester

6

5

21

5

-

104

40

1

Wilma Keuler

-

-

10

15

-

60

27

-

4

-

10

5

1

45

17

-

Anthony Malin

4

-

22

33

3

139

25

-

Peter Connan

1

2

31

10

2

126

20

-

Annaline Werth

3

2

16

7

-

75

29

-

Lizette Lombard

-

-

4

3

1

19

19

-

Danie Bester

1

1

-

-

-

6

6

-

Maryna Vermeulen

1

-

4

5

1

24

17

-

Kobus V D Berg

7

2

15

10

-

82

8

-

26

6

113

70

3

625

30

36

39

11

108

33

1

485

33

78

2 STAR E-PHOTO

5 STAR HON E-PHOTO

3 STAR E-PHOTO

SALON

Esaias De Bruyn
3 STAR PRINTS

5 STAR PRINTS

J Smith

5

6

30

10

3

148

42

3

Anita Bester

4

5

43

27

1

213

40

1

Annaline Werth

-

1

22

9

-

89

31

9

Dawid Hollenbach

4

5

30

20

1

160

27

-

13

13

50

12

-

240

15

-

1

1

20

6

-

78

11

-

Monica Koekemoer

SILVER BRONZE

2 STAR PRINTS

4 STAR E-PHOTO

Richard Hudson

Rickus Barnard

Sarina Odendaal
5 STAR HON PRINTS

Marthinus Odendaal

4 STAR E-PHOTO

E - Club Awards

Titel

Awar

Event Bests

1 STAR E-PHOTO
Daniel Lotter

Anita Bester

Beauty Between The Rubble

COM

Anita Bester

Disco Barbie

COM

My Precious

Gold

Wave On The Rocks

Gold

My Toy

Gold

Catch Of The Day

Gold

Kruger Malachite

Gold

Daniel Lotter

Owl On The Prowl

COM

Danny Lotter

Damaged Wings

COM

Dare To Enter

COM

Some Sun After The Swim

COM

Boats Galore

Gold

Three Banded Plover

Gold

Buick 49

Gold

Hiding Out

Gold

Protecting The King

Gold

Fluffy Tail

Gold

J Smith

Goliath Staring

Gold

J Smith

Shanties In The Desert

COM

Bliss

Gold

A Toy For A Boy

Gold

I Am Not Sharing

Gold

Toys For Warriors

Gold

Bad Hair Day

Gold

Crowned Crane

COM

Coockoo Wasp

Gold

Walk In The Park

Gold

Mustang

Gold

Anybody Seen Pinocchio

Gold

Spiderman Action

Gold

Serenity

Gold

Marthinus Odendaal

Dunkeld Estate

Gold

Leopard On A Rainy Morning

Gold

Mike Spinks

I Can Fly

Gold

Another One Bites The Dust

Gold

Anthony Malin

Trolls On Parade

Gold

Peter Macnamara

Giants Ear

Gold

Danie Bester

Predator

Gold

Ron Cox

Raging Bull

Gold

Look And Listen

Gold

Banana Business

Gold

Ron Cox

Airborne

COM

Bishop

Gold

Hard Right

Gold

B25

Gold

Geelvink

Gold

Waiting For Seats

Gold

Doris

Gold

Two Soft Toys

Gold

Daybreak On Lake Tahoe

Gold

Trapped
Meck Smokers Corner

Gold
Gold

Mike Huggins

Annaline Werth
Best of Grade - Best Junior
Dawid Hollenbach

2 STAR E-PHOTO
Rinda Smuts

Dave Roberts

Maria Gough

Wilma Keuler

Vintage

Gold

Maryna Vermeulen

Twisted

Gold

Maryna Vermeulen

Wood Nymph

Gold

Lizette Lombard

Family Of Three
Lost In Notes

Gold
Gold

Best of Grade

5 STAR E-PHOTO
Arnold Bester
Best of Grade

3 STAR E-PHOTO

Peter Connan

Best of Theme

Sarina Odendaal

Best of Grade - Best Senior Best Evening

5 STAR HON E-PHOTO
Best of Grade

Rickus Barnard

CONTINUE

Prints - Club Awards

Titel

Award

Event Bests

2 STAR PRINTS
Esaias De Bruyn

Posing For My Painting

Gold

Annaline Werth

Eekhoring

Gold

Annaline Werth

Between The Rocks

COM

Sound Of The Wave

Gold

Allert

Gold

On Point

Gold

Twee Woefies

Gold

Good Morning

Gold

Hoe Rooier Hoe Mooier

Gold

Genoeg
Daughters Teddy

Gold
Gold

Best Evening

3 STAR PRINTS
Best of Grade - Best Evening

5 STAR PRINTS
Sarina Odendaal

5 STAR HON PRINTS
Marthinus Odendaal
Marthinus Odendaal
Marthinus Odendaal

Best Senior - Best Evening
Best of Theme

Image: Sarina Odendaal

What is PSSA?
Mission Statement
The Photographic Society of South Africa was founded in 1954 as a non-profit organization.
PSSA aims:
to bring together all people interested in photography;
to promote the highest possible standards of photography;
to promote the interests of photography amongst all its members.
PSSA represents its members and fosters their interests at all levels.
What is PSSA?
The Photographic Society of South Africa is the officially recognised Body representing photographers in Southern Africa. It is the South African equivalent of the Photographic Society of America to whom it is affiliated. PSSA is an autonomous Society and through its affiliations affords members contact with the international affairs of photography.
PSSA aims to weld together the photographic and associated efforts of individuals and clubs into one strong unit.
The Society is recognised by Government through the Performing Arts Council. It is consulted on aspects affecting photography in South Africa as well as being able to negotiate protection and exemption for photographic clubs and members.
The Society monitors and censors images deemed unfit for public viewing.
PSSA provides medals to and participates in the organisation of National and International Photographic Salons.
Honours are bestowed and awards made by the Society. These titles and honours are respected throughout the world.
A Photographic Congress is staged each year in conjunction with the Annual General Meeting of the Society. This affords photographers a platform to meet fellow photographers
and hear speakers who are recognised as leading authorities in their particular fields.
The Society is controlled by a Board of Directors elected by the members.
The day to day operations of the Society are carried out by an Executive Committee, which is responsible to the Board of Directors. The Society consists of a number of divisions,
which are controlled by individual Chairmen who are also responsible to the Directors. They must provide a quarterly report to the Executive Committee and Directors. PSSA pub-

lishes a magazine named IMAGE, which covers all aspects of the Society's activities and photography in general.
Annually a directory is published containing the names and addresses of all members and member clubs, together with the Society's Honours and Awards holders.
A copy of the Society's Memorandum and Articles of Association is available on this website under About Us.

Join Today!!!

PAGE
13.04.2019

Camera club of Johannesburg PDI salon

27.04.2019

15th PSSA Up & Coming Competition

27.04.2019

Hibiscus PDI Salon

11.05.2019

Brandpunt PDI Salon

25.05.2019

Tygerberg PDI Salon

31.05.2019

CTPS National AV salon

08.06.2019

Sandton PDI salon

15.06.2019

3rd Youth division salon

05.07.2019

Worcester fotografieklub 1st PDI salon

20.07.2019

Pretoria Photographic society PDI Salon

27.07.2019

Western Cape Junior youth Competition

PSSA SPONSERS

PLEASE VISIT:

www.pssa.co.za

SUPPORT STEVE - AT GLEN ACRES

Shop L48/49 Sandton City
(011) 884 8036
sales@cameralandsandton.co.za
www.cameralandsandton.co.za

